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ABSTRACT 
 

In this chapter, graphite in powdered form is presented as the material of choice for 

the preparation and use of the so-called carbon paste electrodes (CPEs) representing one 

of the most popular types of electrodes in electrochemical measurements for more than 

five decades. 

Starting with a short historical reminiscence, when highlighting also the importance 

of carbon materials in electrochemistry as such, powdered graphite is presented as 

particularly suitable material for an endless variety of electrodes, sensors, and detectors; 

the individual forms having found the widespread use in theoretical electrochemical 

studies, practical electro analysis, as well as in other instrumental measurements. Special 

attention is paid to the graphite powder with respect to its applicability in carbon paste 

mixtures and, subsequently, in the configuration of CPEs. 

In this respect, classification of traditional types of graphite powders is also given, 

completed with a survey of related and/or alternate carbonaceous materials whose 

applicability to the preparation of CPEs has undergone a real boom in the new 

millennium and, in fact, resulted in a new renaissance of the field. Furthermore, graphite 

powders (together with related materials) are discussed via physical, physicochemical, 

and principal electrochemical properties and of similar interest are also the corresponding 

graphite/carbon paste mixtures, including the experimental know-how on their laboratory 

preparation and way(s) of housing in specially designed holders and similar assemblies. 
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At the end of this section, one special example is included, summarizing for the first time 

the recently performed studies on less well-known phenomena within the 

electrochemistry with CPEs – the ohmic resistance of carbon pastes in relation with their 

structure and behavior. 

Last but not least, the electrochemistry and electroanalysis with CPEs are briefly 

surveyed, documenting the versatility of these electrodes in modern instrumental 

analysis, their adaptability to the present day’s trends, as well as great potential in the 

future, regardless whether one considers traditional graphite powder-based configurations 

or mixtures from new alternate materials. 

 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION – CARBON AS THE MATERIAL OF CHOICE 

IN ELECTROANALYSIS 
 

For lengthy decades, carbonaceous materials belong amongst the most essential 

accessories of electrochemical laboratories. Predominantly, they are being selected as the 

electrode material, offering a reliable performance with widespread use in theoretically 

oriented electrochemical research, as well as in routine electroanalysis [1-5]. Apart from 

favorable mechanical and physical properties, often appreciated features of various forms of 

carbon are electrochemical characteristics and the expressions like “glassy or vitreous carbon 

(GC; first reported in [6])”, pyrolytic graphite” (PyG; see e.g. [7])”, “carbon fiber (CFi [8])”, 

and now also “carbon nanotubes (CNTs [9])” are respected and already classical terms in the 

field. 

Regarding graphite, representing the most frequent allotrope of the elemental carbon, it 

exists naturally in three different types  as (i) crystalline flake graphite, (ii) amorphous 

graphite, and (iii) lump/vein graphite [10]  but, this material of semimetal character can 

also be produced synthetically. 

Nevertheless, in electrochemistry, both natural and synthetic graphites in solid form are 

employed only occasionally. This is, for instance, the case of dispensable electrode substrates 

made of pencil lead and in combination with metallic films applicable in electrochemical 

stripping analysis (see e.g. [11]) or some home-made prototypes of simple graphite sensors 

[4,12]. Otherwise, as the electrode proper, these “crude” graphite materials are not normally 

used and the above-mentioned special forms of carbon, i.e., GC, PyG, CFi or CNTs are 

highly preferred. The reason is often insufficient purity of common graphites, their lesser 

compactness (compared to GC or PyG, respectively) and considerable adsorption capabilities 

of typically untreated surface. 

However, there is one particular form of graphite, which had become popular as early as 

it was introduced into the electrochemistry during the late 1950s by Adams [13]. It is a fine 

graphite powder with particles in the range of micrometers, or tens of micrometers, that had 

unleashed the rapid development and later even real boom of the so-called carbon paste 

electrodes (CPEs [1,14]). Despite this, when the respective area of electroanalysis with CPEs 

covers to date maybe 3,000 scientific papers [15,16], most of review articles or monographs 

dedicated to carbon or carbon electrodes in electrochemical measurements (e.g. [7,17-20]) 

have mentioned graphite powder and CPEs only briefly and without deeper characterization 

of typical properties and requirements to act in the role of the carbon moiety in carbon paste 

mixtures. Furthermore, these texts usually do not reflect the empirical experience that each 
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powdered form of graphite is a very specific material that may significantly differ in 

properties from each other, as well as form graphite in compact form, including the same 

material of which the powder can also be made. (Perhaps, the Adams’ monograph is an 

exception [1], but this excellent book got somewhat old from today’s point of view; mainly, 

with respect to knowledge coming afterwards.) 

Thus, when omitting the monographic material dealing exclusively with electro-analysis 

at CPEs [14, 16], there is still missing a concise report on the role of graphite and related 

carbon forms on the physicochemical and electro analytical characteristics of the carbon 

paste-based electrodes. After being invited by the Publisher to contribute into this book, the 

authors have gladly agreed and prepared such hitherto missing text being focused primarily 

on graphite/carbon in the CPE configurations, but considering also the importance of the 

second moiety in the carbon paste material – the agent binding mechanically the graphite 

particles into uniform ensemble, but being necessarily reflected in the overall behavior of 

each CPE. 

 

 

4.2. GRAPHITES AS THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENT  

OF CARBON PASTES AND RELATED MIXTURES 
 

4.2.1. Basic Configurations of Carbon Pastes and Carbon Paste Electrodes 
 

From traditional point of view, the carbon paste is a mixture of carbon (graphite) powder 

and a suitable binder [1,7,16]; the latter being chemically and electrochemically inert organic 

liquid, insoluble in aqueous solutions as the most common media in electroanalysis. The most 

widely used pasting liquids are paraffin /mineral oils see later, par. x.3.1 or various 

silicone fluids of higher density. The far prevailing way of preparation of carbon pastes is 

manual homogenization in laboratory, when using porcelain or agate pestle and mortar. A 

minority of users then prefers the ready-to-use mixtures (e.g. [21]) that are supplied by some 

dealers of electrochemical instrumentation. 

The resultant carbon paste issoft and non-compact mass, needing to be fixed in a 

glass/plastic tubing [22, 23] or specially constructed electrode bodies [24-28]; see also Figure 

1. Such configurations are consensually called “carbon paste electrode” (CPE [7,16] or, 

alternatively but seldom, “graphite paste electrode” (GPE; e.g. [23,29]). In carbon pastes and 

the respective CPEs, both main components; i.e. (i) carbon / graphite powder and (ii) (liquid) 

binder may be altered and the history of the field has seen many attempts of this kind; 

especially, when exchanging / altering the carbon moiety. 

This can be well documented on research activities within the first decade of the new 

millennium, spawning the whole series of brand new carbon paste-based electrodes, sensors, 

and other detection units; for details, see [16,30] and below, in par. 4.2.3. 

 

NOTE: The alteration of traditional binders in carbon pastes is less frequent, but principally feasible and  

in some cases  surprisingly effective; see e.g. [31] and other refs in [16]. The mixtures undergoing these 

variations often lose the typical paste-like character, forming either rather compact and hard composites [32] 

or, vice versa, quite fluidic and soft matter [33]. 
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Figure 1. Two size variants of the home-made piston-driven electrode holders for carbon pastes (on 

bottom: a ruler with cm scale; from authors’ archives; for further details, go into [27]). 

There is a wide choice of interesting examples showing such arrangements; however, 

they already are beyond the scope of this chapter focused on the role of the carbon moiety in 

the CPE and its graphitic form. Thus, the basic facts with many useful details on CPEs with 

alternate binders cannot be given in further text and the interested reader(s) are advised to 

consult the relevant literature; best, contemporary reviews on CPEs [15,30] or similar 

compilations [14,16]. 

When going back to graphite in CPEs, it must be emphasized again that its powdered 

form is indeed a specific matter bringing along a synergistic, minimally triple effect [16], 

when assuming the overall behavior of a CPE. At first, it is (i) quality and type of 

carbon/graphite and the way of synthetic production, including possible treatments of the 

particles during the proper technological process [34]. Secondly, it is (ii) the actual 

distribution of the individual particles, when both the average size and uniformity play key 

roles. Third, there is also the aspect of (iii) manual preparation requiring certain skills and 

experience to obtain the final mixture in reasonably reproducible way [16,35,36]. 

Apart from deductions which factor is more important, it is evident that each carbon paste 

represents an individual and very specific electrode material that possesses a number of 

attractive properties, together with some unique features. 

 

 

4.2.2. Classification and Typical Properties/Features of Graphite Powders 

Applicable in the Carbon Paste Mixtures 
 

Spectroscopic (Spectral) Graphite. This material is undoubtedly dominant among the 

carbon powders used for preparation of CPEs. Usually, this graphite is of synthetic origin 

being produced via a thermal degradation of suitable hydrocarbon-based compounds [10]. 

Alternately, the source for artificially made graphite powder may be a soot from incomplete 

combustion of special coke, which is the case of “RW-B” spectral carbon [33,34,41]. 

As the title suggests one, its main use is to be for spectroscopic measurements as a 

special conductive substrate. Spectral graphite powders are commonly included as a fine 

chemical in annual catalogues of renowned companies and global dealers, such as Aldrich, 

Fluka, Merck, Sigma, or Riedel-de-Haen. Relatively frequent are also some local products 

being supplied under the respective trademarks and/or abbreviations. 
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From this group, one can quote the products “RW” (in two types, “RW-B” and “RW-C”, 

both available in Germany and Austria), “BDH” (U.K. and Scandinavia), “SMMC” (China), 

“Acheson”, “UCP”, and “SP” (U.S.A.); the last two named being popular in the early era of 

CPEs (see e.g. [1,7] and Table I in [37]). Unquestionable advantage of spectral graphite 

powders is the fact that renowned commercial products have guaranteed high purity. 

Graphite Gear Lubricants. As alternate source of powdered graphite for carbon pastes, 

this product is attractive not only from financial point of view, when the price of the 

respective product(s) may be even in lower than those described above. 

 

NOTE: It is worthy of mentioning that graphite lubricant may also be of natural origin; namely, in the 

Czech Republic, such a powder  under the trademark abbreviation “CR” and specified with a number 

declaring the average mesh in µm  is manufactured from the piece material unearthed from graphite 

mine in Southern Bohemia; see Figure 2. The production of gear lubricants then takes place nearby – in 

a local factory [38], where the exploited graphite is finely grinded into the micrometer particles and 

ultimately chemically purified. Along with, the same company manufactures also other special 

graphites, including the fully synthetic products. 

Despite apparently lesser purity compared to spectroscopic graphites, such graphite lubricants can 

be recommended for the preparation of carbon pastes and  according to our recent experience  its 

performance in the carbon paste mixtures is surprisingly good (see e.g. [40,41] and refs in [16]). 

 

Herein, it can be concluded that both types of graphite powders presented in previous 

paragraphs exhibit the characteristics and features that must be considered when selecting the 

proper carbon material for making of carbon paste. Among such criteria and guaranteed 

properties, one should definitely include: 

 

 Particle Size. As already mentioned, the particles of common spectroscopic graphites 

range in micrometers or in tens of micrometers, respectively, when most of 

manufactures are able to provide an official certificate specifying the overall size 

distribution. Otherwise, relatively reliable information about the average distribution 

can also be obtained with the aid of microscopy [34,41] and, in perspective, also 

using the sieve analysis [42]. 

 Particle Distribution. Common spectral powders or gear lubricants have the particle 

size distribution satisfactorily uniform, typically ranging within 5-20 micrometers 

with more than 75% of the average diameter (see e.g. [34] and other refs in [16]). 

Renowned manufacturers usually offer a certificate and/or distribution diagram of 

their actual products; for instance, the above-quoted graphites can be characterized 

by the following average mesh: “CR-5”: 5 µm, “RW-B”: 10-25 µm, “Acheson G-38”: 

10-20 µm, “UCP-1-M”: 1 µm, and “Graphon GP”: 25 µm (for other specification, 

see again [37]). 

Empirical experience says that the distribution of graphite particles should not differ 

too much and the more uniform the grain size of graphite, the better properties of the 

resultant carbon paste can be anticipated [36]. 

 Graphite Powder Microstructure. Since the invention of CPEs [13], carbon powders 

used for preparation of carbon pastes were of permanent interest with respect to the 

microstructure (see e.g. [21,34,43,44] and refs. therein). It can be stated that neither 

spectroscopic graphites nor graphite lubricants exhibit any special structural pattern 
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or any typical morphology. Nevertheless, thanks to modern microscopic techniques 

like SEM, one can reveal some differences concerning synthetic and natural graphite 

powders. As seen in Figure 3, by comparing the images “A” and “B”, spectral carbon 

forms geometrically irregular pieces (3-D objects), resembling small stones with 

relatively rough and scratched surface, exhibiting also visible relief of hexagonal 

graphitic structure (see “A”). 

 

 

Figure 2. Touristic entrance into the graphite mine in Český Krumlov (Czech Republic) – an unique 

source of natural graphite used for manufacturing traditional pencil leads and newly also gear 

lubricants; the latter applicable as carbon powder for CPEs (from free-accessible website [39]). 

 
A 

 

 
B 

Figure 3. Typical microstructures of two different graphite powders. Legend: A) spectral graphite, 

“RW-B” (see [34]); B) natural graphite, “CR-5” [38]. Experimental conditions: SEM, magnification: A) 

1 : 1 000 (1 cm = 15 µm) and B) 1 : 3 000 (1 cm = 5 µm). [From authors’ archives] In contrast, the 

cleaved graphite lubricant is formed by units with more-or-less planar architecture, looking like a 

portion of tiny corn flakes. Also, the surface of grinded natural graphite is fairly smooth without any 

visible pattern or relief upon – again, compare both SEM microphotographs featured in Figure 3. 

NOTE: During authors’ experimentation, the “RW-B” spectral graphite (shown in Figure 3A) was 

found to be one of the best and most suitable carbon powders among many other tested in the 

configuration of carbon pastes over lengthy decades (see e.g. [31,34,45] vs. [36, 39]). And this 

evaluation applies despite relatively rough surface of the “RW-B” product and its atypically large 

particles with average diameter of ca. 25 µm; some achieving up to 50 µm; see again Figure 3 and 

image “A”. 
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Besides ordinary µm-sized graphite powders, there have been some reports on 

special carbon paste mixtures containing the carbon moiety with extremely small 

particles, from 100 nanometers [46] down to 30 nm [47]. Such fine materials can 

nowadays be purchased from specialized dealers, but they are also obtainable on 

one’s own in laboratory – by thoroughly grinding commonly marketed spectroscopic 

graphite powder in a miniature mill [41,46]. 

 Low(er)Adsorption Capabilities. Normally, only specially proposed assays can prove 

that a graphite powder intended for carbon pastes exhibits undesirable adsorption 

activity [35,36]. During measurements, this can be revealed easier; usually, via the 

enhanced content of oxygen entrapped in pores of graphite or absorbed additionally 

during mechanical homogenization in the mortar.  

By using CPEs from spectral graphites or graphite lubricants in faradic 

measurements i.e., current flow-based and electron transfer involving redox 

transformations  higher concentrations of oxygen are then registered as 

characteristic plateau-like responses, in fact, the increased background within the 

potentials from 0.2 to 0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl during the scanning in cathodic direction 

(see e.g. [16,30,43]). 

 

NOTE: In the past, the problems associated with the presence of oxygen in graphite powder were tried 

to be overcome by pre-treating with the aid of some special procedures. One of such purifying 

operations had e.g. utilized thermal desorption of oxygen at ca. 400
o
C in the presence of inert gas 

passed over a small portion of graphite. Reportedly, such a process taking several hours had allowed the 

experimenters to remove significant part of adsorbed oxygen [48]. A similar operation, improved yet by 

impregnating the refined graphite with ceresin wax, was found to be effective as well [49]. 

Nevertheless, further attempts on purification of graphite powders from oxygen appeared only rarely 

[50, 51]; the latter procedure having also had different goal – improvement of reaction kinetics at the 

treated surface [51].  

 

Scarce applications of such procedures can be seen in their unease and time consumption. 

Moreover, carbon pastes are still being prepared mainly by manual hand-mixing and 

therefore, the powder may absorb back a part of previously removed oxygen during this 

operation made at open air. Finally, from the present day’s of view, it seems that additional 

deoxygenation is not so necessary since graphite powders produced by modern technologies 

do not exhibit strong adsorption capabilities; oppositely, they can be specially maintained 

against this effect [36]. 

 

 The Remaining Criteria..Just to complete the survey of essential properties of the 

carbon / graphite moiety, there are yet further, more or less obvious features that can 

be quoted: 

(i) Sufficient Chemical Resistance. It is a typical property of both natural and 

synthetic graphites, when solely extreme conditions and/or highly aggressive 

reagents may transform the elemental carbon into some oxidation products (e.g., 

quinone and hydroxyl derivatives; see discussion in [16, 28, 43]). 

(ii)  Excellent Conductivity. Generally known and one of the most valuable properties 

of carbon in graphitic form. As highlighted below, almost zero resistance is also 
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characteristic for the carbon pastes themselves, apart from the presence of 

binder, typical insulator. 

(iii) High Purity. An essential demand when the powder of choice must not contain 

any electroactive traces that may interfere with current-flow measurements. 

(However, in potentiometry or conductometry, where the changes in the 

equilibrium electrode potential or conductivity of a solution are indicated, the 

high purity is not a strict limitation and, in principle, even relatively raw 

graphites may be fairly applicable [52].) 

 

 

4.2.3. Alternate Carbonaceous Materials for Carbon Paste(-like) Electrodes 
 

Despite the main focus of this book featuring various achievements in technology and 

chemistry of graphite, the association of this material with carbon pastes for electrochemical 

measurements requires to consider also some related materialsmainly, the other forms of 

carbonbecause, at present, they may represent a half among all newly introduced carbon 

paste (-like) mixtures and related heterogeneous carbon-based composites [16,29,53]. 

 

 Acetylene Black (see e.g. [54, 55]) ... Our survey can be opened by this product 

obtainable by total combustion of acetylene in inert atmosphere or, better, by 

controlled chemical decomposition. According to the propagators of this alternate 

material, acetylene black has a semi-crystalline consolidated structure, contributing 

to more reproducible behavior of the corresponding carbon paste mixtures and 

offering also specific surface characteristics with enhanced adherence to the 

accumulated analyte species [55]. 

 Carbon Black ... Of similar nature is also an amorphous mass obtainable by the 

incomplete combustion of heavy petroleum fractions, introduced into the realm of 

CPEs by Kauffman et al. [56] as the constituent of alternate “home-made” carbon 

paste mixture. 

 Colloidal Graphite ... Next in the list is a hexagonal carbon with extremely fine 

flakes and enhanced conductivity, having been presented by the same group [56] and 

recommended for similar purposes – electroanalysis of selected pharmaceuticals.  

 Soot ... In contrast to all previous items, the product of incomplete combustion of 

diverse flammable materials of organic origin was found totally inapplicable for 

making of carbon paste already by their inventor, Adams 43. 

 Activated Charcoal ... Nearly the same can be stated about graphitic carbon 

widelyused in medicine against flatulence in digestion tract or as the active substance 

in the filters of gas masks. In this case, the tested specimen had revealed the 

anticipated enormous absorption, reflected in undesirably high background signal of 

the respective CPE 31. Nevertheless, one type of commercially available activated 

charcoal  an “USP” powder 57 was reported as quite well functioning in a 

CPE tested and recommended for clinical analysis. 

 Coke (Snow) ...In a certain defiance with the momentarily massive preference of all 

new forms of carbon (see below), yet another common variety of carbon has been 

chosen and, very recently, also examined by our research group as a particularly 
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cheap carbon alternative 41. The first results are surprisingly good; however, it 

should be pointed out that these still continuing experiments are carried out with 

specially purified specimens. 

 Natural Coal ...With similar motivation and in an effort to complete the spectrum of 

widely available carbonaceous materials, also the most common form of natural 

carbon and worldwide used solid fuel is now under investigation as a possible 

alternative of traditional graphite powders 58. So far, in electrochemistry, “black 

coal” has e.g. been used as the modifier of an ordinary carbon paste 59. On the 

contrary, a CPE made of another naturally occurring carbon, lignite or “brown coal”, 

has not been yet reported 16. 

 

NOTE: In our new experiments 41, 58, there are some difficulties with grinding rather soft pieces of 

common black coal, whereas “anthracite” (the oldest and hardest modification of natural coal) appears 

to be more promising. Also, in this case, each specimen is carefully selected and purified in mineral 

acids before being applied as a carbon powder. 

 

 Diamond Powder ... Last but not least, as indeed unexpected representative of 

carbonaceous materials, pure (non-doped) diamond has also been recommended for 

making of carbon pastes in the early 2000s 60. Both natural and synthetic diamonds 

in a form of fine powders with particle diameter of about 1-5 µm were extensively 

employed in the configuration of the so-called diamond paste electrode (DPE) by 

the van Stadens, when ca.dozen of reports  see a sub-chapter in 16 and refs 

therein  were to convince the electrochemists that one of the most typical electric 

insulators can be used as the true replacement of traditional graphite powders. 

 New Forms of Carbon. Almost all these materials are wholly synthetic and exhibit a 

number of attractive physicochemical and electrochemical properties, such as distinct 

catalytic capabilities, enhanced conductivity, or specific mass/charge transfer at the 

electrode/solution interface 16,29. Undoubtedly, these features are given mainly by 

specific microstructure of the individual types that are being classified as “new 

carbons” or “new forms of carbon”, respectively, although their appearance in 

chemical laboratories goes back to the late 1980s (see 9 and refs. therein). 

 

One can start the brief survey of new carbons with (i) glassy carbon powder (GC), having 

been for the first time been tested in the mid-1990s 31, 34 and, later, successfully used in 

practical analysis (see e.g. 61-64). The GC powder is specially treated graphite with 

spherical particles produced by temperature controlled degradation of highly molecular resins 

34, when the respective forms may differ each from other in the final surface treatment, 

which is, for instance, the case of two Sigradur
 

powders. 

Chronologically, the next new material is (ii) fullerene “C-60”, a representative of 

molecular carbons forming  together with related “carbon nanotubes” and “carbon 

nanohorns” (see below)  three major classes of carbon nanomaterials that can be titled as 

“carbon of the new millennium” 29. In the carbon paste mixtures, fullerene “C-60”, whose 

structure of a hollow sphere from hexagonal aromatic rings resembles a soccer ball, was 

firstly used in 1999 65, followed soon by some other reports (e.g. 66,67). In all cases, 

fullerene “C-60” was applied as the additional modifier with distinct electrocatalytic 
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properties, whereas a binary mixture of the “C60” with an oil has not been yet reported. 

Similarly, within the electrochemistry with CPEs, there is no mention on the use of an 

ellipsoidal fullerene, “C-70” 16, 29. 

The second carbon nano-material, (iii) carbon nanohorns (CNHs) have so far been 

examined as a CPE in one study only 68, whereas (iv) carbon nanotubes (CNTs 9), in both 

single-walled (SW) and multi-walled (MW) variants, clearly dominate among all new forms 

of carbon as documented by a wide collection of more than 150 scientific reports concerning 

either CNT-modified CPEs (firstly described in 1996 69) or the so-called carbon nanotube 

paste electrodes (CNPEs; with a debut in 2003 70,71), where the CNTs totally replace the 

powdered graphite. 

Their widespread applicability has already been the subject of special reviews 16,29,53 

and it can be stated that both CNT-CPE and CNTPE variants utilize fully the unique 

properties of this still very popular material.  

 

NOTE: Finally, the last carbonaceous nano-material is (v) carbon nanopowder which has also been 

used in a configuration of CPE (see e.g. 47), including the newest studies, where it acted as a 

particularly fine CP-proper of some biosensors 58. In fact, this nano-material is more or less common 

carbon powder, but with extremely small particles (20-50 nm) and with its predecessors in specially 

grinded carbon powders used already in the late 1980s for the preparation of ensembles of CP-

ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs 46). 

 

The order of new carbons continues with (v) template carbon, (vi) porous carbon foam, 

(vii) porous carbon microspheres (all tested as new CPEs by Nossol’s group 72, (viii) 

ordered mesoporous carbon (omC 73), (ix) carbon nanofibers (CNFi) obtainable either by 

electrospinning 74,75 or with the aid of chemical vapor deposition 76, and (x) 

graphene(Gr or “graphite sp
2
” 77) plus graphene oxide (GrO), with planar structures of an 

indefinite polyaromate and both applied as binary GR(O)-binder mixtures. To date, this 

special carbon allotrope and its oxidized form are the last newcomers within the large family 

of carbon pastes. 

 

 

4.3. BRIEF CHARACTERIZATION OF CARBON PASTE-BASED 

ELECTRODES 
 

4.3.1. Pasting Liquid as the Binder and Second Moiety in Carbon Pastes 
 

Since this text is focused predominantly on the carbon/graphite moiety in carbon pastes 

and CPEs, all the aspects associated with the presence and functioning of the binder cannot be 

herein discussed in detail. Instead, a concise survey will be given based on information 

material summarized in special literature, such as the already cited reviews [15,29,36, 

37,43,52,53] and some other similar articles [1,14,16,78-85], or even principal original 

papersnamely: [13,21,24,28,30,34,70,86-98] dealing exclusively with the 

characterization of carbon paste and/or CPEs and appearing during the entire half-a-century 

of existence of CPEs in electrochemistry and electroanalysis. 
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The primary role of the binder/pasting liquid in the carbon paste mixture is to connect 

mechanically the individual carbon particles into a uniform mass. Nevertheless, the presence 

of binder is more or less reflected in the resultant properties of each paste – starting with (i) 

the actual consistency (given mainly by the mutual carbon-to-binder ratio), via (ii) the effect 

on the mass/charge transfer at the particles coated with lipophilic binder (resulting in typical 

hydrophobic character), up to some (iii) nuances in electrochemical characteristics which can 

be attributed to the particular type of pasting liquid and its specific physicochemical 

properties, including chemical structure. 

 

 Important Criteria for a Carbon Paste Binder ... The choice of a suitable binding 

agent for the preparation of carbon pastes and the respective CPEs should take into 

account the following requirements: (i) chemical inertness, (ii) electroinactivity, (iii) 

low volatility, (iv) minimal solubility in water or in a medium used for measurement, 

(v) controlled miscibility with organic solvents. In context with still rising effort to 

direct modern electrochemistry towards the principles of environmentally friendly 

(“green”) analysis; see e.g.99,100, one can also add: (vi) low toxicity and (vii) 

replacement of highly harmful substances. 

 Pasting Liquids and Related Binders ... Although none of pasting liquids obeys all 

the criteria for ideal binder, there is a wide offer of organic compounds or mixtures 

that form carbon pastes of good quality. Specifically, these are as follows: 

 Paraffin (Mineral) Oils. These liquids are the most frequently chosen carbon 

paste binders and the may represent ca. 75% from all pasting liquids ever 

proposed and then used in the configuration of carbon paste mixtures. The most 

popular product of this kind is Nujol


 (oil), a mixture of liquid aliphatic 

hydrocarbons, and a product declared as mineral oil of Uvasol


 purity grade 

which very similar in nature and basic properties. 

 Silicone Oils and Greases. The binders of this kind ranking the second position 

with respect to popularity in use for CPEs, belong among polymerized siloxanes 

with organic side-chains and usually with high molecular weight.  

In general, both SO and SG share a majority of valuable properties highlighted 

above for paraffin oils; moreover, they are non-flammable, forming more stable 

mixtures with less pronounced ageing effect, and generally more resistant to 

some organic solvents (see e.g. [16,36] and refs. therein). 

 Other Pasting Liquids. From rather wide palette of hitherto examined/used 

liquid binders, one can highlight: (i) aliphatic, aromatic, and halogenated 

hydrocarbons, (ii) lipophilic organic esters, (iii) natural and synthetic oils or 

greases (namely: castor oil, vaseline), and (iv) new types of carbon paste 

binders, such as polycationic electrolytes and, mainly, variousionic liquids(e.g.), 

having contributed  together with CNTs (see par. 4.2.3)  to a stormy 

development of numerous new types of carbon pastes being reported in nearly 

hundred reports within the archived literature on electroanalysis with CPEs. 
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4.3.2. Physicochemical and Electrochemical Properties of Carbon Pastes  

and Carbon Paste Electrodes in a Concise Survey  
 

Similarly as in the previous section, also this paragraph offers a survey of the most 

important observations and facts, gathered and discussed in special literature (monographs 

and chapters, reviews and similar texts [1,14-16,29,36,37,43,52,53,78-85], or principal 

experimental studies [13,21,24,28, 30,34,70,86-98]). 

Despite numerous specific features, traditional carbon pastes consisting of two main 

components (carbon and binder moieties), as well as their chemically and biologically 

modified variants [14-16,78-81, 84,85] still belong to the solid or solid-like carbon 

electrodes and therefore exhibiting the properties typical for carbonaceous materials. Herein, 

one can quote the following: 

 

 Basic Chemical Properties. Compared to mercury or noble metals, carbon paste is 

almost inert electrode material with substantial resistance against unwanted 

chemical or electrolytic transformations. Nevertheless, like with carbon alone, also 

the surface of carbon paste can be oxidized under extreme conditions, which usually 

leads to principal changes in the electro-chemical behavior (see below). 

 Consistency of Carbon Pastes. Although common mixtures resemble in softness and 

plasticity a peanut butter [1,7], the consistency may also significantly vary, which 

principally depends on the mutual adherence of both main components. In extreme 

cases, the resultant CP-mixture may be muddy or, vice versa, quite hard; both being 

difficult to handle. 

 Structure and Microstructure. Carbon paste mixtures can also be described as a solid 

dispersion of graphite particles in the liquid binder used. In all principal microscopic 

studies (see e.g. [34,44] and Table I with refs in [101]), it has been repetitively 

proved that typical morphology of carbon paste surface is a random array of carbon 

particles linked together with pasting liquid whose molecules form a very thin film of 

nm-dimensions covering almost each solid particle in the mixture. 

 

A number of interesting microscopic images featuring different types of carbon pastes 

have been obtained in our laboratories since the mid-1990s [34], when using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). The newest experiments performed on the verge of 2012/ 2013 

are then premiered in this text [58]; see Figure 4 below with a quartet of images “A-D”. 

The individual photos document pretty well notable differences between the pastes from 

the two different graphite powders (images “A” and “B”), as well as completely dissimilar 

structure of two mixtures based on spherical particles of glassy carbon powder (photo “C”) 

and carbon nanotubes (“D”).Concerning the former, the carbon moiety was either spectral 

graphite “RW-B” or gear lubricant from refined natural graphite (again, see above and refs. 

[34,38,39]). As can be seen, the overall pattern of both CP-surfaces is rather similar, when the 

structure copies the original texture of graphite particles (Figure 3 A,B), including the grainy 

appearance of the CP-mixture from RW-B graphite whose surface is markedly rougher.  
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A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
D 

Figure 4. Typical surface microstructures of four different carbon pastes. Legend: Carbon paste mixture 

made of spectral graphite + silicone oil (A), graphite lubricant + silicone oil (B), glassycarbon powder + 

silicone oil (C), single-wall carbon nanotubes + mineral oil (D). Actual carbonpaste ratio = 1gr : 0.5 

mL. Exp. cond.: SEM, 1 : 1 000, 1 cm = 15 µm. [from authors' archives]. 

Similarly, the globules of the glassy carbon powder (Sigradur


 product, specified in [34]) 

are tightly obscured by oil, forming picturesque design in Figure 4C. In this case, it is quite 

interesting to compare this new photo with a shot of sample obtained already two decades ago 

[34].) Quite unique is also the structure of SW-CNT-based carbon paste (image “D”), 

manifesting a very compact surface, which corresponds to the already published reports (see 

[16] and refs therein) and is being attributed to strong adhesiveness at CNTs. 

Finally, a carbon paste from multi-walled CNTs was also found distinctly compact, but 

its surface exhibited somewhat less homogeneous surface with abundant scratches and small 

craters (not shown here). 

 

 Minimal Ohmic Resistance. As already mentioned during characterization of 

graphite powders, carbon pastes and the respective CPEs exhibit a very low ohmic 

resistance; typical values ranging below 10 , although some “wetter pastes” or 

mixtures from dense greases may exceed even 100 ; both limits enabling the 

comfortable use of CPEs in potentiometry [52]. The ohmic resistance of carbon 

pastes and some accompanying phenomena are altogether so interesting that these 

features are discussed again below (see par. x.3.4), also in association with some 

recently performed studies that have not yet been reviewed. 

 

NOTE: Extremely low ohmic resistance is the most distinct difference between carbon paste and 

otherwise very similar carbon inks used for screen-printed electrodes that, after hardening, exhibit 

significantly higher resistances; typically, in hundreds of ohms [14]. 
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 Ageing of Carbon Pastes and Effect of “Self-Homogenization”. This rather less 

known phenomenon can be observed for CP-mixtures from more volatile binders, 

such as some organic esters. Regarding common mineral and silicone oil-based 

carbon paste, the ageing effect is much less pronounced, but some freshly made 

CPEs may exhibit notable instability in behavior shortly after preparation  manual 

mixing of both main components  and requiring one or two days for settling and 

getting into sufficiently homogeneous state. 

 Low (or No) Stability of Carbon Pastes in Organic Solvents. Due to the presence of 

non-polar binders in carbon pastes and their certain miscibility with organic solvents, 

the employment of CPEs in such media or aqueous solutions containing these 

solvents is considerably limited. In these cases, one can expect disintegration of the 

paste and, in fact, its total destruction. The stability of carbon pastes can be improved 

by using more resistant pasting liquids; e.g., highly viscous silicone fluids or  quite 

surprisingly  powdered graphite with spherical particles (similar to that forming 

the eye-catching relief in Figure 4C) and their specially treated surface [16,28]. 

 Polarization Characteristics. In faradic measurements associated with the electron 

transfer and current flow, common types of CPEs can be polarized within a potential 

range of1.0 V and +1.0 V vs. SCE; the respective potential limits being given either 

by obvious hydrogen evolution at cathodic side or by oxidation of the electrode in 

anodic direction. By proper choosing of the carbon paste constituents or via 

modification, the resultant potential window may be somewhat extended in both 

anodic and cathodic direction. Such achievement may have the reason for the 

hydrophobic surface of a CPE, which is a feature commented next. 

 Hydrophobic Character of Carbon Pastes with the Effect on Kinetics of Electrode 

Reactions. Definitely the most typical and most highlighted characteristics of carbon 

pastes and CPEs is lipophilicity of the electrode material, giving rise to 

decelerated/moderated reaction kinetics of numerous electrode processes, resulting 

in partially or totally irreversible behavior of redox-systems and complicating the 

corresponding reactions. 

 Interactions at the Carbon Paste Surface and in the Bulk. CPEs are undoubtedly 

appreciated for a wide variety of interactions and mechanisms in which either CP-

surface or even CP-bulk may participate. Here, without going into detail, one can 

name the following processes and principles: (i) electrolytic redox transformations, 

including the involvement of the CP-surface after the so-called surface 

activation/hydrophilization by its partial oxidation; (ii) adsorption at the CP-

surfacewith enhanced affinity towards lipophilic molecules;(iii) 

extraction/penetration onto the CP-bulkas most valuable and almost unique feature 

of carbon paste (comparable only to membrane-devised electrodes); (iv) ion-

exchange and ion-pair formation, i.e. electrostatic interactions between the charged 

counter-ions and often employed for extremely high selectivity; (v) 

electrocatalysisoften enabled by suitable modifier(s) contained in the CP-paste and, 

in general, leading to a marked enhancement of the final response; (vi) indication of 

some specific signals or states, such as the equilibrium electrode potential, 

conductivity, electrochemiluminescence, or temperature-dependent diffusion, or 

(ultra)sonication effect. Finally, the whole survey can be ended by (vii) synergistic 
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mechanisms combining some of the above-surveyed processes and, in general, 

improving the overall electroanalytical performance of the corresponding 

measurements. 

 

 

4.3.3. Some Notes on the Making of Carbon Pastes and Their Experimental 

Testing 
 

 Carbon-to-Pasting Liquid Ratio. Usually, graphite powder and a pasting liquid are 

mixed together in quantities chosen accordingly to empiric experience; the respective 

“carbon-to-pasting liquid ratio” varying in an interval of 1.0 gr.: 0.4-1.0 mL [14-

16,36,43,49,50]. Some mixtures require longer homogenization when mixed 

manually and may contain a higher percentage of liquid binder since the optimal 

ratio of the two main components depends also on their mutual adherence.  

Thus, it can be generally advised to seek and “tune” the suitable ratio of the two 

paste constituents experimentally, when using empirical experience and, best, in the 

way, as shown in the following section. 

 Testing of Carbon Pastes. In the era of CPEs, as well as later on, numerous authors 

 often pioneers of the field in their countries and geographical regions  had 

found highly useful the sets of specially proposed experiments for electro-chemical 

characterization of the individual types of CPEs. Still inspiring works of this kind 

were first published by Adams’ team [86,87], followed by electrochemists from 

Middle Europe [24,88-90], Scandinavia [91,92], or later again from the U.S. [93-95]. 

In the late 1990s, the substantial material from these very valuable reports has been 

gathered into a review [36], which can be recommended as a true guide through the 

inevitable experimentation with CPEs and related sensors. 

 

Such experimental characterization or shortly “testing” is consensually the most 

straightforward way of how to define the basic properties and behavior of freshly made 

carbon pastes, including mixtures made from brand new or hitherto unused components. The 

strategy of the corresponding tests involves sequentially running assays, comprising cyclic 

voltammetry with model systems; usually, the redox pairs like Fe(CN)6
3

/Fe(CN)6
4

; I2 / I

; 

quinine/hydroquinone, or ascorbic acid/dehydroascorbic acid, for which the electrode 

behavior at common solid or solid-like electrode is well known and described in literature. 

Then, in advanced testing procedures, some further assays follow, allowing one to define 

specific features of carbon pastes, such as the degree of hydrophobicity and the phenomena 

associated with (i.e.: moderated reaction kinetics and possible surface reactivation), 

adsorption, extraction and ion-pairing capabilities, the effect of oxygen (contained in the 

paste), ageing, or actual ohmic resistance. 

Regarding the last named parameter, it has been shown recently in a series of reports by 

our group [102-105] that the knowledge on the fundamental properties and structure of 

carbon paste can be extended yet nowadays – more than five decades since CPEs had came 

into this world. Moreover, some relations with the ohmic resistance of the individual types of 

carbon pastes that had hitherto been of interest in a few reports only (namely: [52,89,91]) 
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were found advantageous as new testing procedures, where one might test, in parallel, a set of 

mixtures differing in the actual carbon-to-pasting liquid ratio [35,36,102]. 

Although experiments of this kind still continue [41,58], the summary of the already 

published material with numerous practical advices [102-105] is given below – in a special 

paragraph included as an example of importance of experimental testing with carbon paste-

based electrodes and the role of both main carbon paste components on the overall structure 

of a carbon paste mixture and, subsequently, upon the resultant properties and behavior of a 

CPE in electrochemical and electroanalytical measurements. 

 

 

4.3.4. New Contribution to the Characterization of Carbon Pastes by Means 

of the Ohmic Resistance Measurements 
 

Generally, the commonly used carbon paste mixtures have a very low ohmic resistance, 

usually ohms or tens of ohms only [14,16,28,36,56].  

With growing proportion of the binder the resistance increases [29] but until now, this 

feature has not yet been in CPEs satisfactorily investigated, described or explained. When 

plotting experimentally the resistance data acquired for a CPE versus the carbon-to-binder 

ratio, the graph is not regularly increasing, but it has a shape of an “ice-hockey stick” with 

two linear segments.  

When the paste is rich in the carbon moiety (the so-called “drier” or “dry” composition 

[16,29,43]), the resistance is low and almost constant. Once the amount of binder increases 

above the critical ratio, the resistance raises abruptly exhibiting a “break-point”. This 

characteristic shape was observed in all our studies with various combinations of the CP-

composition; hence, there should be a general principle behind this phenomenon.  

 

 

A 

Figure 5. (Continued). 
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B 

Figure 5. Typical dependence of the resistivity upon carbon paste composition for two different carbon 

paste mixtures: C/SO type (consisting of graphite powder and silicone oil; plot "A"); GC/PO type (with 

glassy carbon powder and paraffin oil; plot "B"). [From authors' archives]. 

The best explanation can be given applying the basic principle based on “close packing of 

spherical particles” known in crystallographic sciences. Accordingly to this theory, the space 

filled with spheres represents theoretically 52–74% of the total volume depending on the type 

of packing-space groups (of the Fm3m, P63/mmc, Im3m, and Pm3m type, respectively [106]). 

Evidently, only some carbon materials can be considered as spheres (e.g., Sigradur


 glassy 

carbon powder); but, still, even irregularly shaped particles obey this principle and exhibiting 

the break point at the different carbon-to-pasting liquid ratio. 

When the graphite particles in a carbon paste mixture are in high excess over the binding 

liquid, they are in maximal permanent contact with the full conductivity attained between 

them. Thus, the non-conducting binder/pasting liquid represents only a filler of the free space 

between the graphite particles and has practically no effect on the overall conductivity up to a 

critical carbon-to-binder ratio displayed in itself as a break point in the respective plot 

mentioned above and shown in Figure 5.  

When, however, a proportion of the pasting oily liquid further increases, the carbon 

particles start to “float” in oil phase and then, the permanent contact among the individual 

particles is not fully ensured and solely the random touches of the graphite units in such oily 

phase cause a rapid increase of the electrode resistance with the higher fraction of the pasting 

liquid. This model resembles the Percolation Theory for Rigid Lattices [107], seeming to be 

more practical and qualitatively applicable also to the viscous “moving” systems. 

In our studies [102-105], various combinations of both carbon paste constituents, 

including newly [41,58] also “CP-components of the new millennium”, such as CNTs, carbon 

fibers, or some ionic liquids were examined and characterized. The revealed differences in 

break-points were discussed and elucidated based on characteristic properties of the 

respective material (shape, porosity, hydrophobicity, adsorptivity, viscosity, molecular size, 

atomic distances etc.). In addition to this, problems connected with homogeneity and stability 

of carbon pastes, their handling, storage, or aging effects were also discussed. 
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The reliability and applicability of such characterization of CP-mixtures utilizing the 

resistance measurements have been confirmed using a standardized evaluation via cyclic 

voltammetry (see e.g. [1-3]) with a one-electron reversible model system, where the anodic-

to-cathodic peak difference, the EP parameter, follows the “ice-hockey-stick” shaped graph 

(see again Figure 5). As a result, it could be postulated that the optimal carbon-to-pasting 

liquid ratio for a CPE suitable for electroanalytical use can be found close to the break-point, 

where the given CP-mixture exhibits still full conductivity and sufficient stability with 

minimal effect of undesirable ageing and similar variations in the actual CDP-composition. 

A number of users are preparing the CPEs intuitively and empirically, doing hope that the 

paste mixtures with the same consistency/plasticity share the same electrochemical properties. 

Similarly, it is believed  mainly, by new and inexperienced users  that the same 

proportion of both main carbon paste components ensures the same electrochemical 

properties even for different materials used. 

Of course, neither of these assumptions is correct and, as emphasized in the previous 

section x.3.3, some experimental examination is always needed. And although such testing of 

each CPE, including the above-recommended resistance measurements, can be somewhat 

time consuming, the results and data gained from such experiments usually bring the desired 

benefit – the information on the proper carbon paste composition, without losing too much 

effort in a random choice of both key components and/or their mutual ratio, apart from quite 

difficult “tuning” of the resultant properties of the carbon paste mixture tested and the 

respective CPE as late as during electroanalytical measurements. 

 

 

4.4. CARBON PASTE ELECTRODES IN ELECTROCHEMICAL 

MEASUREMENTS: FACTS AND NUMBERS 
 

Vast archives of all electroanalytical applications and representing maybe 2000 or even 

2500 original methods and procedures [15] have been reviewed recently [14,16] and hence, 

only a brief information suffices here, assembled as selected surveys and summarizing data. 

 

NOTE: If instructive and unless stated otherwise, the individual items are specified by a number with 

the approximate percentage (from the whole database or the corresponding part/category involved in 

the actual chart / comparison). 

 

 Survey of the Overal Employment of Main Types of CPEs ... unmodified: 15%, 

chemically modified: 50%, biologically modified and enzymatic biosensors: 30%, 

others: 5%. 

 The Most Frequently Used Configurations of CPEs and Related Sensors: 

(i)  common disc electrodes ... 40% (from which: in quiescent solution ... 40%,  

in rotated or stirred solutions ... 55%, other arrangements ... 5%)  

(ii)  membrane-coated disc electrodes ... 3%, 

(iii) ring-disc and other dual electrodes ... 1%, 

(iv)  electrodes with atypical shape and/or geometry ... 1%. 

(v)  (bio)sensors of specific construction ... 35%, 

(vi)  flow-through detectors (in FIA and HPLC) ... 15%, 
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Table I. Instrumental Techniques in Combination with Carbon Paste-Based Electrodes 

 

Direct voltammetry (DV)  . ....                            20
1 

 cyclic, DC-, AC-voltammetry . ...  .                      452 

 differential pulse or square-wave voltammetry .... 52 

 voltammetry of 1,5; 2,5-order .....                           2 

 voltammetrie with rotated eld. ....                           1 

  

Stripping voltammetry (SV) .....                            40 

 anodic stripping voltammetry .....                         40 

 adsorptive stripping voltammetry .....                   50 

 catalytic stripping voltammetry .....                      10 

 

Amperometric detection (AD) .....                        30 

Batch and/or hydrodynamic AD .....                        25 

AD in FIA, SIA, CE, and HPLC .....                      75 

Coulometry   ....                                 1 

 

Direct potenciometry + titrations .....       4 

 

Stripping (chrono)potenciometry .....       2 

PSA mode   .....                             30 

CCSA mode   .....                            70 

 

Conductometry   ...                       < 1 

 

Other techniques   .....                      3 

 microscopic observations   .....            90 

 impedance measurements  .....             2 

 spectroelectrochemistry  .....             1 

 electrochemiluminescence  .....             7 

Legend and abbreviations used: 1) total percentage, 2) partial percentage (in the corresponding 

ategory);  

DC ... direct current, F(S)IA ... flow (sequential) injection analysis, CE ... capillary electrophoresis, 

P(CC)SA ... potentiometric (constant currect) stripping analysis; eld ... electrode(s). 

 

(vii) large (pool) electrodes ... << 1%, 

(viii) mini-, micro-electrodes, and UMEs ... 5% 

 The Most Important Areas of Electrochemistry with CPEs and Related Sensors: 

(i)  electrochemical research (e.g., studies on electrode reactions) ... 10%, 

(ii)  development and testing of new types (of electrodes and sensors) ... 10% 

(iii) analysis of inorganic ions and molecules ... 20%, 

(iv) analysis of organic substances and environmental pollutants ... 20%, 

(v)  analýza of biologically important compounds ... 25%, 

(vi)  pharmaceutical and clinical analysis ... 10% 

(vii) others (e.g., solid state electrochemistry, voltammetry in vivo, investigation on 

new materials and technologies) ... 5%. 

 Instrumental techniques employed in combination with CPEs can be surveyed as 

well, which shown in the Table I, incorporating all the techniques that ever been in 

used since the late 1950.  

 Electroanalysis of inorganic ions, complexes and molecules at CPEs, CMCPEs, 

and CP-biosensors: 

 heavy metals [40
1
]: Zn(5

2
), Pb (40), Cd (30), Cu (15), Tl(5), In (1), Sn (1), Sb 

(1), Bi (2);  

 metals from the V. to VIII. group of the periodical system [20]: V (1), Cr (5), 

Mo(1), W (1), Mn (2), Co (40), Ni (30), and Fe (20); 

 precious and platinum metals [10]:Ag (30), Au (20), Hg (40); Pt (7), Ir (2), Pd 

(< 1), Os(< 1), Ru (<< 1), and Rh (<< 1); 

 alkaline metals, alkaline earths [5]:Li (80), Na (2), K (1), Cs (1), Be(1), Mg (5), 

Ca(10); 

 other metals [5]:Al (40), Ga (5), Ge (5), Ti(30), Zr (10), Sc (3), U (5), Tc (1), 

and Me
RE

 (1); 
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 semimetals and non-metals [5]:As (80), Se (15), and Te (5); 

 cations [5]:H
+
 [pH-measurement] (5), NH4

+
 and NH3(15), N2H5

+
 (50), and 

NH3OH
+
 (30); 

 anions [7]:Cl

 (5), Br


(5), I


 (40), IO3


 (1), CN


(5), SCN


 (1), N3


(1), NO2


(20), 

NO3

(7), SO3

2
(3), SO4

2
(2), S

2
(2); HPO4

2
 (3), ClO4


, F


, SiO4

4
, BF4


, 

[B(O2)(OH)2]

(all ... 1%); 

 molecules [3]:H2O2 (60), O2 (30), NOX(5), Cl2 (2), SO2 (2), and H2S (1), 

where: 1) total percentage, 2) percentage in the given category; CMCPEs ... chemically 

modified carbon paste electrodes, CP- ... carbon paste-based, RE ... rare earths. 

 

 Analysis of organic substances, including environmental pollutants 

 N-compounds [40
1
]: amines (alifatic/aromatic): 5

2
/65

2
 ; nitro-componds 

(alif./arom.): 5/20; nitroso- der. (arom.): 5; hydrazo-der. (arom.): 5; 

hydroxylamines (arom.): 2; azo-compounds: 1; others (e.g., synthetic dyes, 

natural alkaloids): 2; 

 O-compounds [40]: alcohols (MeOH/EtOH/arom.): 1/15/4; PhOH/other phenols: 

30/35; aldehydes (alif./arom.) 1/4; quinones: 5; organic acids (except AAs): 4; 

organic peroxides: 1; 

 Compounds with heteroatom(s) [20]: X- (50), S- (35), P- (10), As- (3), Me(2);  

 Environmental Pollutants: NPAHs and APAHs(ca. 10 items), pesticides (100 

it.), and surfactants (5 it.), 

where: 1) total percentage, 2) percentage in the respective category, except the last 

one; X ... halogen (Cl, Br, I), AA ... amino acid; N(A)PAHs ... nitro- (amino-) 

polyaromatic hydrocarbons. 

 Pharmaceutical and clinical analysis of commercial preparatives, formulations, 

and abuse drugs: 

 pharmaceuticals and vitamins (ca. 150+50 items, of which AA: 30), drugs (5 it). 

 Analysis of biologically important compounds, including macromolecules: 

aminokyseliny: 25%; nucleic acids (DNA, RNA): 20%; purines and pyrimidines (UA 

+ ostatní): 5%; sugars (GLU + monosaccharides + polysaccharides): 25%; enzymes 

and co-enzymes (NADH/others): 5%; hormons and steroids: 1%; neurotransmitters: 

DOPA/other catechols: 10%; flavanols and flavonoids: 2%; lipids and fatty acids: 

2%; lactic acid and lactates: 1%; miscellaneous (org. macro-molecules like creatine, 

creatinine or chitosan; miniature cells, viruses, and bacteria): 3%; 

where: DNA ... deoxyribonucleic acid, AA ... ascorbic acid, UA ... uric acid, GLU ... 

glucose, NADH ... nicotine adenine dinucleotide, DOPA ... dopamine. 

 

 

4.5. OTHER POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF GRAPHITE POWDERS 

IN ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
 

Although the role of graphite powder as the carbon moiety in CPEs is undoubtedly 

dominant, involvement of this versatile material in electrochemical measurements is yet wider 

and some special applications can be traced up even beyond the borders of electrochemistry 

or electroanalysis. 
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The first categoryi.e., another applicability of graphite powders in electrochemistry and 

electroanalysiscan be represented by special constructions of carbon solid electrodes, 

where a small portion of graphite powder serves as the inner electrical contact. In this way, 

powdered graphite enables highly conductive connection of a metal wire inserted into a glass 

tube with the surface of a graphite piece immersed in the lower end of tubing and fixed by 

paraffin wax [4,12].  

Such a contact may also be accomplished via a dispersion of graphite in liquid mercury 

[108]. Other examples of possible use of graphite powders already represent more or less 

curious applications of special carbon pastes, which is a topic comprehensively reviewed 

recently – in a separate chapter prepared for the very first monograph on CPEs [16] and some 

examples can also be repeated herein – just for illustration. We can start with a report on 

carbon paste briquettes as continually smelting cathode in industrial production of Al, Si, and 

CaC2 [109]. Another CP-mixture contained a Cu-alloy as a catalyst to reduce CO2 [110]. 

Various carbon pastes are being used as the conductive support for samples in SEM [34,101] 

and related CNT-composite in construction of a field emission display [111].  

Finally, there were two successful attempts on solar cells, where the photocurrent was 

released from carbon paste-like substrates [112,113]; the latter configuration based on the 

mixture from carbon black. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The main goal of this contribution was to present a wide-spread use of powdered 

graphite and related materials in the form of the so-called carbon paste electrodes for 

electrochemical measurements. To show a reality which  up until now  might not have 

been so obvious to wider scientific audience. Indeed, the applicability of graphite in CPEs is a 

rich history lasting more than half a century, it is the exciting present, as well as the 

promising future. When looking at the web and brand new publications about CPEs, it can be 

stated that prospects for the up-coming years are wide open. Even a random selection of 

seven “fresh” contributions [114-120] confirms this statement. Thus, there is so far a space 

for traditional graphite-based pastes employed either as such [116] or in the form of 

chemically modified electrodes [115,117]; all being applicable in still attractive biological 

and clinical analysis. Of continuing interest are also “green” bismuth-based electrodes, 

represented here by a CPE made of mixed binder with ionic liquid [114], which is  together 

with nanomaterials (used in [117])  the “carbon paste component of new millennium” 

[16,29]. Our short survey can be symbolically completed with such “carbon pastes of new 

millennium”; namely with carbon ionic-liquid and carbon nanotube ionic-liquid electrodes 

(CILEs and CNT-ILEs, respectively); both variants being described within this small 

collection of newest contributions (see [118-120]). 
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